WCAC Radio SONG SUBMISSION SHEET

Please fill out everything that is applicable to you.

Today’s Date _____________________________________

Name of ARTIST/BAND____________________________________

Name of SONG__________________________________________

Title of CD____________________________________________

Town/city in Massachusetts________________________________

Email address __________________________________________

Telephone (optional) _____________________________________

WCAC Radio Song Submission GUIDELINES

1. WCAC Radio accepts CD’s and MP3’s for airplay consideration
2. Airplay acceptance is decided by WCATV staff
3. If you have music with obscenities or indecent content, your music will only be played during safe harbor between the hours of 10 pm and 6 am
4. The criteria used to select songs for airplay on WCAC are: good musical performance and good recording quality

Send CD’s to:

Watertown Cable Access Corp
Attn: Andrea Santopietro
50 Columbia Street
Watertown, MA 02472

When submitting a CD, please print and fill out the SONG SUBMISSION SHEET

Include an artist one-sheet or band/artist bio if you have one, along with a list of songs that have obscenities or indecent content, if applicable.

Send MP3’s and SONG SUBMISSION SHEET to:

andreas@wcatv.org